small businesses, and can help those workers and communities that are losing jobs today. The option that I propose is a smarter approach: growth tax credits and direct grant incentives for targeted job creation.
Buffalo Hunter: I'm listening. Please continue.
Introduction
Such, in microcosm, is our current policy and political situation, regarding business incentive reform. We are making headway. More cities and states are adopting performance standards, disclosure, and other accountability mechanisms. But, at the same time, the costs of incentives and the expectations of business for public dollars are constantly escalating.
We also win most of the policy arguments. Most technical policy experts believe that state and local business incentive competition is a zero sum (and at times, a negative sum) game. Incentives are a waste of money, nationally speaking. They typically subsidize companies for jobs that they were already going to create. Incentives are unfair to firms that do not receive the subsidies. They divert scarce public dollars from wiser investments in the workforce or infrastructure. And they frequently fail to even generate a positive fiscal impact. But, sadly, like an alcoholic who cannot stop himself, state and local policy makers keep on providing them, thereby weakening the tax base and escalating the costs of the incentives customarily offered. Ultimately, the only way to turn this situation around is via Congressional action and complementary litigation on Interstate Commerce grounds.
What can be pursued at the sub-national level? Several things. We should strengthen performance standards, accountability and disclosure. In addition, reform advocates must advance and provide evidence for the thesis that the best climate for private investment and job creation is not one loaded with incentives, but one with good schools, quality higher education, a modern infrastructure, predictable and professional regulation, research and development, a fair but not excessive tax system, amenities, and good public services and governance. More policy attention to entrepreneurship and the existing business base is needed as well.
Yet, there are problems, politically, with this approach. The citizens cannot "eat good government": they want jobs. Moreover, the payoff on many of the preferred foundational investments take time. Constituents and their elected leaders want "jobs now." Therefore, what is needed is a viable alternative to the ribbon-cutting that accompanies "successful" business attraction efforts.
We need an alternative that generates a return in one year or less, that is guaranteed to foster development in all parts of a state (not just the most affluent areas), and that is a game that every community can play and win. In short, we need to generate jobs in a fashion that dwarfs the output of the standard business capital subsidy.
This is essentially what I will propose in this paper. And I have two questions for all my readers. Could this be a "shut them up" alternative to the final points which business recruiters and chambers typically make, that what we say is right, but it's too slow, and incentives may not be a good thing, but they are a necessary option? Should we have our own subsidy preferences, which would work and which could build a new political constituency base for reform, beyond the usual suspects, based on rural areas, small and existing business, and economically struggling cities? 1 I will start by painting the scene in my home state of North Carolina. Next, I describe my alternative business subsidy alternatives. The paper closes with a few summary points and questions.
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The NC Case
The North Carolina economy is struggling. Compared to its state peers, it ranks as follows: unemployment rate (45 th ), short-term employment growth (44 th ), involuntary part-time employment (37 th ) and rural/urban disparity (47 th ). Nineteen NC counties have jobless rates with more than 10 percent unemployment. Black unemployment was 10.7 percent in 2002; Hispanic was 10.8 percent. In the last few years, 121,000 manufacturing jobs have been lost. Obviously, the recent recession and a weak recovery have hit the state hard, and more jobs are desperately needed. And like most states, North Carolina has a weakened fiscal base. Further cuts in public services are strong possibilities.
When an economy is stalled like North Carolina's, state and local officials often try to jumpstart economic renewal by using tax and other business incentives to attract footloose facilities. Their hope is that these will sweeten the deal and help their state or community stand apart from the other competitors who are also trying to entice private investment. Economic development professionals also believe that these subsidies will send firms the message that this jurisdiction is a good place to do business.
The William S. Lee Act
Prior to the mid-1990s, NC had not been known as an incentive-providing state. Its first entry in this all-too-crowded field was a grant program, with a number of strong job quality and environmental standards. But, as the competition for trophy facilities heated up and the state lost out on some high profile projects, its policymakers felt compelled to enter the sweepstakes. Created in 1996, the William S. Lee Quality Jobs and Business Expansion Act has been the principal incentive tool used by the state of North Carolina for business recruitment and expansion. Businesses may qualify for the Lee Act tax credits by:
• Creating new jobs;
• Investing in machinery and equipment;
• Incurring the expenses of training workers;
• Undertaking research and development efforts; and • Establishing a headquarters or central administrative offices.
The Act has been amended repeatedly since its inception in order to update and refine its tier targeting approach and to make the credits available for specific projects.
It has three main goals:
1. Help existing firms stay competitive by encouraging modernization and investment in new technologies; 2. Encourage new investment in North Carolina's economy from both new and existing industries; and 3. Ensure that economic growth reaches all people in all parts of the state, particularly distressed rural counties and high-poverty urban areas.
Counties are divided into five economic distress tiers based on unemployment rate, per capita income, and population growth of the county. For many of the credits, the lower the tier of the county, the more favorable the incentive.
In summary, a legislative summary document on the law, states the following: At roughly the same time, bipartisan leadership in the General Assembly asked the Corporation for Enterprise Development (CFED) to develop some incentive reform models, which they hoped to include in the Select Committee's deliberations. As a result, we pursued three courses: (1) arguing for improved services for displaced workers, their families and their communities (including rapid action on mortgage foreclosure mitigation); (2) crafting a variety of incrementalist refinements of the Lee Act and the other two grant-based incentives; and (3) developing more job creation-focused incentive alternatives.
We argued that the Lee Act was a noble experiment, but, in our view, the results are clear -the experiment has failed. The William S. Lee Act has already cost NC taxpayers $208 million. In these tough economic times, the state cannot afford to finance these failing tax giveaways any longer. It is time to end, or seriously restructure, the Lee Act.
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Focusing On Job Creation: The Two Models 7 To date, the state has funded six projects. Most were located in Tier 5 counties, the most affluent. They include: General Dynamics Armament and Technical Products (headquarters and light manufacturing); Infineon Technologies North American Corporation (semiconductor company from Germany, with US headquarters in California and operations across the US); R. H. Donnelley Corporation (publishing company -headquarters relocating from Vermont); GE Nuclear Energy (headquarters moving to NC); and Goodrich Corporation (expansion of existing facility --moving from Illinois and New Jersey). 8 Go to www.siteselection.com. 9 For a much more detailed critique, see: Schweke and Woo, "Is the Lee Act Working for North Carolina?" Go to: www.cfed.org . We have also crafted a more incrementalist reform of the Lee Act.
We have developed two new options for the state. (Firms must elect to participate in one program or the other, not both.) 10 1. A new Job Growth Tax Credit, which would provide a 30 percent tax credit of the first $14,700 of wages paid to each additional employee over and above 102 percent of the baseline employment. In other words, the state would only subsidize additional employment for a firm. This incentive would be offered statewide to all sizes of business only in years of high unemployment. 11 2. A Targeted Job Creation Grant Program, which would offer private employers direct wage and benefit subsidies in Tier 1 counties (the most economically disadvantaged) for hiring unemployed job seekers.
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It is important to state at the start that the terms -job creation, hiring, wage, and employment subsidies -are sometimes used as equivalent expressions. In this paper, they are not. A hiring subsidy refers to funds used to offset wage costs in the initial part of an employee's period of employment with a firm. A wage subsidy is one whose purpose is to raise an employee's income. This paper focuses on job creation or employment subsidies. We are exploring ways to increase employment. This strategy may use wage subsidies, but the purpose is different. Both of our options try to create net new employment relative to the nation as a whole.
The Job Growth Tax Credit
The first option, the Job Growth Tax Credit, is a refinement of the NJTC, one that is tailored to the state of North Carolina. During years in which the state's unemployment rate exceeds 5%, it would provide subsidies for employment only on the margin (and not finance all current employment). It would apply to for-profit firms that expand employment and be paid to the firms. 13 In so doing, the tax credit lowers the cost of labor for employers, hopefully spurring a substitution of labor for capital. The structure of the credit safeguards against a firm firing all of its current employees and hiring twice as many half-time workers who qualify for the tax credit and minimizes the advantages of hiring additional part-time workers.
Under this proposal, the credit would be available for firms that increase their employment beyond some percentage (say, 2 percent) over the base year's employment level; the base year is that year in which the state's unemployment first exceeds 5%. The credit would exist until the state's unemployment rate falls below 4.5%. Based on typical business cycles, we expect the credit to exist for multiyear stretches (probably three or four years at a stretch). Assuming that the baseline year is announced after January 1 st , the period in which the credit may be applied should be free of gaming behavior by firms; 10 For a thorough description and defense of these models, consult: Schweke and Woo, "There Are Job Creation Alternatives to Traditional Business Incentives: A New Direction for North Carolina." www.cfed.org 11 This option was an adaptation of the federal New Jobs Tax Credit (1977) (1978) . The background literature on it is cited in "There Are Job Creation Alternatives. 12 The grant program is based on the successful Minnesota Emergency Employment Development Act in the 1980s. 13 In the interests of fairness and the potential to create a larger employment impact, when enacted, the tax credit should be limited to firms in those sectors that produce goods and services that are either exported to other states or countries or are substitutes for goods and services that would otherwise have to be imported. The Lee Act has some eligibility wording that could be used or adapted. Moreover, CFED has a list of those industries that should be eligible for the tax credit and will gladly make it available upon request that is, firms will be unable to adjust their baseline employment to maximize their later tax credits. During that period, any firm that increases its employment more than the prescribed percentage will receive the credit. The multiyear period would help firms make investments that require more time, investments that support increased employment (e.g., expansion of a plant). The credit would be available for each year that the firm increases its employment above the targeted amount.
The design is anti-recessionary and countercyclical. By encouraging expansions in employment during high unemployment periods, the state is rewarding firms that act, perhaps hastening the recovery. It is possible that firms may delay expansions until recessionary years (assuming that the credit is made permanent and known to kick in during times of high unemployment), but there are few firms that will postpone expansions for years in hopes of gaining a tax credit.
The credit would be applied only to an individual's wages up to some cap (such as 30 percent of the first $14,700 of wages 14 ), which would tend to provide an above-average subsidy of jobs for lower-skill and lower-wage workers. More specifically, under the tax credit, the credit to a firm will be equal to: 30% of the first $14,700 of wages paid to each additional employee over and above 102% of the baseline employment with no cap. Ideally, new firms will receive a smaller credit: the lesser of 15% of the above quantity. 15 Ideally, this would lower the costs of the credit, because there is a higher chance of windfalls with startups that were already planned by their owners.
The Targeted Job Creation Grant Program
The second approach, "The Targeted Job Creation Grant Program" would be a refinement of the MEED strategy. On a pilot basis, NC policymakers would make a targeted discretionary grant program available to Tier 1 counties. (If successful, it could be expanded statewide.)
The state would offer private employers $6.75 per hour in wage subsidies and $1.75 per hour in benefits (these figures represent 2003 inflation-adjusted amounts of the original MEED figures) for a 26 week period to employ certified job applicants suffering severe economic distress. Local or regional Workforce Investment Boards would award subsidies, on a discretionary basis, to identified employers that hire selected individuals from disadvantaged groups. To be eligible, a worker must have been a state resident for at least one month, be unemployed, and be currently ineligible for unemployment insurance (or have exhausted his or her six month UI payments), or be a currently UIeligible individual who has been displaced by a mass layoff (as certified by the WARN law) or a member of a household with no other source of income than UI benefits. 16 To reduce displacement of current workers, the subsidies would be available only for newly created jobs.
14 The mathematical rationale is as follows: a firm that chooses to hire 10 people for a total cost of $250,000 in salaries gets a better tax deal than a firm that hires 5 people for $250,000. Firm number 1 can take a credit of $44,100, while firm number 2 only gets $22,050. The tax credit's structure, therefore, subsidizes a higher percentage of lower-waged employees' salaries. $14,700 is the figure for North Carolina's FUTA wages. This is for the unemployment insurance tax that firms pay. We thought that it might be easier on the accountant, since they would deal with this number regularly. 15 There may be legality issues with having two rates. So, this may not be possible. 16 The Targeted Job Creation Grant could be made administratively simpler by being available for hiring any unemployed North Carolinian, but we were trying to address those people in greatest need.
Preference would be given to firms that can provide good on-the-job training in both "soft" and "hard" skills and that are committed to "rolling over" these subsidized hires into permanent jobs with some prospect for advancement. Indeed, as an incentive for long-term placements, if an employee continues in the job for at least one year after the initial six-month subsidy, employers will pay no reimbursement to the state. However, for employees that are hired for fewer than 18 months, employers will be required to repay up to 70 percent of the subsidy. (The actual amount will be pro-rated.)
Since these are grants, not tax credits, these subsidies are ideal for new, young, and/or small firms. (They can be used immediately, not just when the firms have profits or when they file their taxes.) Moreover, there is little uncertainty about such a program: potentially participating businesses already exist in North Carolina. They do not have to be coaxed to come. They must only have expansion plans that require a little financial boost. The upfront grant nature of the subsidy also means that it could improve an enterprise's financial position for obtaining bank loans.
Like MEED, it also probably makes sense to provide these grants to nonprofits and local public agencies. Except for the requirements to create a permanent job and to pay back some of the subsidy, all the same rules would apply.
Furthermore, having this temporary public job alternative is important for a number of reasons. In many Tier 1 counties, government payrolls are one of the major sources of jobs, and recent economic distress is forcing some local and county governments to terminate some positions. Secondly, there are a number of community improvement projects that could be implemented and that would not significantly compete with the private sector.
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How Many Jobs and What Might They Cost?
What sort of impact might these two strategies have on the North Carolina economy? It is, of course, difficult to say. We can only make an educated projection (and a highly speculative one at that). Here is our reasoning and data work:
We estimate on a net basis 18 that our Job Growth Tax Credit, after subtracting jobs that would have happened anyway, will generate 26,806 jobs per year. 19 The cost is roughly $14,800 per job. 18 We assume that 30% of the job growth is directly attributable to the tax credit. 19 The typical time for the national economy to go from peak to trough is seven years. We can assume, then, that the tax credit would be operational for about half that time, or three years. That brings the total number of jobs created to 80,417. 20 This figure may be too high, because some of the firms that might use the Job Growth Tax Credit will use the grant program. So, we may be counting the type of firm with potential to add some jobs twice. However, we qualify this possible over-counting worry by noting that the two options target different sized firms to some extent. The grant program is more attractive to small, new and young firms. The tax credit is more of a winner for large and established enterprises. most troubled places. If we further deal only with net jobs (employment that occurred because of the grant), we estimate that it would create about 2,291 net jobs annually in Tier 1. The cost is $16,370 per job. If one was citing gross jobs created, the quantity of jobs would be doubled and the cost would be roughly halved. Let's compare this net number to the data for William S. Lee. Act as cited in the Luger and Stewart report. 21 In 2002, 7,702 jobs were created across the state. Of these, 465 were in Tier 1 counties. 22 Thus, our figures are approximately 5 times greater than the Lee Act outcomes. Now, to look at the full picture: Our two options create jobs at a blended cost of $15,527 per job. In the latest in-house assessment of the Lee Act, the author comes up with a range of job creation figures, from 87,000 to 147,000. 23 A paltry four percent 24 of these (i.e., 3,400 to 5,900) are estimated to have been induced by the Lee Act. The cost is about $39,475.
Our employment numbers are much bigger than those attributed to the Lee Act, reflecting that these proposed programs are targeted to job creation and labor intensity and that they would apply to startups, business expansions, and new recruitment projects, not just the footloose facility waiting to land somewhere. 25 Doesn't this proposal generate proportionately more low-wage jobs? Yes, it does.
There are times when more jobs (any job) are needed. In addition, not all job seekers will have the time, the capacity, or the opportunity to get retrained, find a better job, etc. The creation of more jobs pushes all wages up. The Job Growth Tax Credit is also meant to be a countercyclical tool. It is triggered when it is most needed -during a recession and the early recovery period. The availability of federal Trade Adjustment Assistance wage supplements mitigates the low-wage problem for jobless workers over 55 years old. If they have lost their jobs due to imports or trade-induced relocations and have landed new jobs that pay less than the old wage and less than $50,000, they may receive 50% of the difference between their old and new wages for up to two years
Desirable Program Features
The fundamental virtue of these two alternatives is that a strong rationale could be made for them even if there was no incentive competition. The Growth Tax Credit is promoting economic activity during a recession and strengthening the early stage of the recovery. On the other hand, the Targeted Grant is trying to encourage more private employment in economically disadvantaged and depressed counties.
Analogous employment programs have been successfully run both here and abroad. Research documents that wage subsidies for the jobless or less skilled workers are likely to be more effective when utilized in conjunction with labor market intermediaries that help provide some training, placement services, and job retention assistance. 26 The benefit/cost ratio can be increased, and the overall expenses can be limited by targeting the program to certain communities and potential workers. If the recession truly ends, the strategy can be easily converted into a welfare-to-work operation and even use welfare monies as a means of funding these wage subsidies.
What's appealing about this strategy is that it does not fit conveniently into any one of the boxes typically used to describe comparable programs. 27 It is an economic development tool. It supports small businesses that will be the main users of the program. (Larger firms are eligible as well.). It is a temporary, countercyclical adjustment program for mainstream workers. And it balances the above with more of a focus on the harder-toemploy, disadvantaged worker. This program would also help level the playing field for all communities. Many will never land a prime business attraction project, but all have indigenous firms that might expand with an injection of money. All can play and win in this game. Further, it focuses on aiding those workers who are suffering right now, unlike the approach of the Lee Act which is structurally indifferent to who gets hired.
The two proposed programs also complement each other. The first is administratively less demanding and will be attractive to more established firms. The second will require more oversight, but will be very attractive to small firms and startups; it targets those needing new employment. Moreover, the two have different funding advantages and disadvantages. The first option does not require any real out-of-pocket revenues from the state, while the second will entail a specific appropriation.
A further comparison with the Lee Act is especially telling. Given what's been happening to the state since it was enacted, a policymaker could come up with a new litmus test for new program development. For example,
The Lee Act only compares favorably with our proposals on item number 3. But it does so at an unacceptable cost relative to benefits. 28 Lastly, our two approaches can be linked with a statewide First Source hiring program. 29 Such agreements help local/state governments target more of the jobs resulting from new business projects to local residents, the unemployed and the economically disadvantaged. Such agreements require private companies that receive public monies to use the public sector or designated nonprofit contractor as the "first source" for new job hires. The state or local government (or a nonprofit broker and job training/placement "shop") acts as the "job developer" on behalf of the private firm, identifying and screening potential workers, arranging training services, and so forth. The private sector is under no obligation to hire these workers, but must interview them before seeking any other possible employees. Such programs have been very successfully run in Portland, Oregon; Berkeley, California; and Minneapolis, Minnesota. Berkeley's program, for example, has been used since 1986 to meet business and construction contractors' needs for workers, while giving special attention to filling entry-level and intermediate-level jobs with qualified local workers (particularly, unemployed and under-employed minorities, women, youth, disabled persons, etc.).
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A Buffalo Hunter's Rebuttal?
Continuing the argument in the prologue, the proponent of using less performance-based incentives might argue as follows.
• You can put so many conditions and complexities on an incentive that it becomes a disincentive.
• The local developer can claim that she needs a more attractive incentive to do her job. (Of course, if the state government is footing the bill, she has nothing to lose and everything to gain.) • Furthermore, the incentive proponent can argue that the Job Growth Tax Credit is not really equivalent to a conventional job creation or machine and equipment credit, because it is not available at all times. The grant program is mainly a small business subsidy, targeted at the most needy areas. So, it too is not helpful for attraction purposes.
Does this leave the author of this paper with no ammo for a counter-argument? Here is my response:
My critics are right: the alternatives proposed in this paper are less attractive to business. This is inevitable, because the financial interest of the shareholders of the business prospect and the state government are not completely in sync. The shareholders want to maximize the incentive offer, get it in cash rather than in-kind, and have the least strings 28 Some might argue that the 4% figure is too low. It might be, but Dr. Luger's calculation is the best number we have at this point. And it does underscore the danger and reality of inevitable windfalls in any subsidy program. 29 The administrative monies for implementing the direct grant program can also cover much of the expenses of upgrading county and regional job placement services. 30 attached. The state (or local, if it's financing the incentive) government has a different bottom-line: it wants jobs and private investment on its terms, which includes, most importantly, a fiscal surplus generated by their incentive investment.
But there is a political dimension as well. If the citizenry understands and supports costeffective incentives offered by fiscally responsible public officials that are targeted at priority economic development and employment challenges, then this paper's proposals look stronger.
The Buffalo Hunter still has a final response. He points out that his way of working still possesses more political muscle and it is more widely understood. "Unilateral disarmament is not an option," he says. "I assure you, citizens, that I will never leave you undefended. I will court every opportunity for jobs."
He also has a constituency base that can be more easily mobilized. Local developers, chambers of commerce, and county officials, along with governors and secretaries of commerce want tools for deal-making. At this time, they are rewarded for winning or losing this game. They are deeply interested and engaged in keeping incentives around while other constituencies, such as school teachers, unions, communities that will never land a plum plant, environmentalists, and advocates for the poor and progressive taxation are only marginally engaged in this fight.
Looking again at the North Carolina case surfaces another dimension that should be discussed. There is growing interest in reforming the Lee Act. Some, even in the mainstream economic development community, may be willing to let William S. Lee go.
But this is only acceptable if JDIG gets more resources.
The state's relatively new Job Development Initiative Grant (JDIG) has some good elements. 31 The committee that manages the JDIG funds has authored an excellent series of guidelines for making decisions and holding firms accountable for private investment and job creation. I especially like the required upfront fiscal impact analysis, the cap on the costs per job, the limit on number of projects per year, disclosure and reporting requirements, quality job and company standards, employment-triggered releases of funds, the contractual breach language, and the sanctions for non-compliance. 32 The virtue of this program is its vice: it is very flexible. This means that it allows for highly tailored incentive packages. This customization, along with the size of the subsidy, makes it extremely attractive to prospects. But there's a downside: it also raises the specter of the "winner's curse" -in the heat of the state-to-state competition and in the absence of knowing what the firm's bottom line is or what other communities may be offering, you pay too much for the honor of hosting this firm.
It is for this reason that I would argue that the upfront fiscal impact analysis is so important. And these fiscal projections must be "conservative." They must not use inflated multipliers. It must count all the state and local incentives on the table. They must recognize that a certain number of jobs will go to non-natives. They must use a 31 JDIG has been catching some heat, because four of its first five deals have gone to Tier 5 (affluent) counties. In addition, there is still the inevitable problem that eventually NC competitor states will replicate JDIG or come up with another incentive "gizmo." The whole bloody process starts again. 32 JDIG could still be strengthened in the areas of performance contracting and sanctions for noncompliance. reasonable discount rate over time. And they must factor in somehow and subtract the percentage of jobs that would have happened anyway.
Given the importance of the fiscal impact analysis in avoiding the winner's curse, its creditability and integrity might be increased if the analysis were conducted not by the Commerce Department, but instead by the Department of Revenue or Fiscal Research in the General Assembly. (I am not claiming any "funny business" is happening. This suggestion, however, could remove any potential doubts and concerns.)
The likelihood of a favorable ratio of benefits over costs is much more likely if the unemployed or the working poor get a shot at these jobs. This is why imposing a "First Source" hiring requirement on JDIG or any other subsidy is so important.
In my view, any expansion in dollars and numbers of projects annually must be contingent on these reforms of JDIG.
One further recommendation: I would strongly suggest that any new incentives proposed to the General Assembly must have a fiscal note attached to them and must specify the management information system and outcome measures that must be in place before the incentive is open for business. This would greatly aid the General Assembly and Commerce staff in monitoring and evaluating the incentive's results.
So, who won the argument? In some ways, it looks like the buffalo hunter once again had the last word, but hopefully not the last laugh.
That's why, I guess, it all comes down to innovative accountability reforms for the shortterm and civic education, advocacy, and politics for the long haul.
Conclusion
Business incentives for attracting private capital are, at best, a necessary evil.
Indeed, in giving away public resources, states are trying to influence where the jobs will be located, not whether the jobs are created. The offer typically is not: "If you can help us financially, then we can afford to take a risk to build a new line of profitable business." Rather, it is: "We have a new line of profitable business, so we're going to build a new plant. How much will you give us to build it near you." This whole "auction" is largely a waste of limited public resources.
To conclude, this is the current situation in North Carolina.
CFED's two "models" are being translated into legislation by General Assembly staff. CFED has been asked to testify before the Joint Select Committee on February 19, 2004. Some progress has been made in getting this Committee concerned about the recent rise in mortgage foreclosures. Plans are in the works to establish an ad hoc coalition for incentive reform and improved displaced worker services.
The jury, of course, is still out regarding the substance and political viability of a more job creation-focused approach to business incentives.
I am looking forward to feedback on these ideas at the conference. Plus, I want to leave the reader with a version of my earlier big questions:
• Do we need new non-Federal options akin to my proposals to broaden our reform base beyond the traditional business incentive reform interests?
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• Could CFED's proposed two models do the trick, substantively? That is, are they likely to work as intended? • If not, what are better ways to promote development that is cost-effective, accountable, helpful to struggling communities, and transformational of the current business incentive and climate debate? • Lastly, are we forced inevitably to play something like the JDIG reform game until federal action?
I think that we all long for answers to these questions. 33 Of course, ultimately, we probably require federal curbs on at least certain forms of sub-national incentive competition.
